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Language / Maths Activities 

Please complete one spelling and one maths activity each week. 

Spelling Activities Maths Activities 

Play spelling hangman 

with your parents. 

Find synonyms (words 

that mean the same) for 

each of your spelling 

words. 

Make a homonym puzzle.  

Fill in the correct words. 
Across: 1. Dogs wag this 

            2. Ships set ___ 

Down:   1. A story 

            2. The house is for _ 

                           T A I L 

                     S   A 

                   SA I L 

                      L   E 

                      E       

Log into your school 

Slumdog account and 

practise your skills. 

Do baking or help 

prepare a meal using a 

recipe that requires you 

to measure ingredients 

out 

Measure the length and 

width of your bedroom 

and your bedroom 

furniture.  Draw up a map 

of your bedroom with 

the measurements 

written on it.   

What am I? – Letter 

Clues 

Example: thought 

I have 7 letters 

I have 2 vowels and 5 

consonants 

I have 2 lots of ‘h’ and 2 

lots of ‘t’ but only one ‘th’ 

sound 

Write a short play using 

your words for that week 

and some or all from 

previous weeks’ spelling. 

At the beginning of the 

week, write a paragraph 

using your spelling words 

but leave out the actual 

spelling words. On the 

Thursday of that week, 

fill in the spelling words 

making sure that you 

spell the words 

correctly.  

Measure different 

objects in your house 

using different 

measuring tools: ruler, 

tape measure, different 

scales. 

What is the longest thing 

and what is the heaviest 

thing that you can 

measure? 

Revise your times 

tables, particularly 

the division times 

table and try to beat 

your time each day. 

Find out the flight 

durations and 

direction of flight 

from Edinburgh to 

different parts of the 

world.  You could also 

chose a different 

airport as the 

originating point, i.e. 

London or another 

city. 

Reading: Make sure you read for at least 20 minutes every day. This can be any text which 

you enjoy. Try to have a mixture of types of text and authors. 
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OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR HOME LEARNING (Optional) 

Practise your French 

vocabulary.  Learn a French 

song. 

Practise your German 

vocabulary. 

Draw or paint Spring flowers. Keep a diary of the change 

from Winter into Spring.  

Note down when you see 

different flowers beginning 

to bloom, plants begin to 

grow and changes in wildlife 

behaviour.  You may wish to 

make this a pictorial record, 

taking pictures and notes. 

Expand your vocabulary! 

Start a notebook of 

ambitious vocabulary that you 

could use in your writing or 

speaking.  Organise the 

words in alphabetical order. 

Do a book report on your 

favourite book to share with 

others and display on our 

library board. 

Try to read book from at 

least three different genres, 

e.g. mystery, adventure, 

science fiction, non-fiction. 

Make a poster about the 

great things we have in being 

a multi-cultural society. 

 

 


